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While preparing to “Show and Tell” some of my homebrew amateur radio antenna projects with 

other ERC Specialists at an upcoming conference, I was asked to document some of the sources I 

used to build the various antennas.  This document is an attempt to provide a little more than a 

simple list of web-sites you can visit to find the work of others. 

 

Pardon me as I wax nostalgic for a moment …  I have been having fun while experimenting with 

antennas ever since I built my first Heathkit™ shortwave receiver as a young boy.  What a 

wonderful Christmas day was spent building that radio with my Dad.  My first antenna was a 

random length of wire I found near our barn and was run out of a tiny closet next to the kitchen 

through a crack next to the window frame and strung up to a tree out near the barn.  The closet 

served as my radio shack and also housed my chemistry set.  I had a Short Wave Listening 

certificate as WPE6ENY which was obtained from the Popular Electronics magazine and I spent 

many hours tuning and listening, tuning and listening, and also experimenting with the chemistry 

set.  I think my Mom must have had much more patience than I remember considering the noises 

and smells that must have been coming from that little room into her kitchen!  I experimented 

with different insulators and longer lengths of antenna wire and listened to short wave until I left 

for Germany in 1969 on a mission. 

 

After Sandy and I were married in 1973 we started looking for property in the foothills and 

eventually built our house on twelve acres in the Latrobe area of El Dorado County.  There was 

no power or phone service at the site and I finally found the motivation to get my ham ticket.  

KA6EOZ was my Novice and then Technician callsign.  I continued my habit of experimenting 

on a wide variety of antennas for HF, VHF and UHF.  My first ham radio was a Swan 350 

operating at 500 watts and I built an Inverted V wire antenna for 40 and 15 meter operation with 

a tree for the support.  CW contacts were made far and wide and I was hooked forever.  My first 

VHF radio was a very inexpensive 2 Meter ICOM IC-22 crystal controlled transceiver.  The first 

antenna for 2 meters was a simple ground plane built with a   19-¼ inch piece of weld wire 

soldered into an SO-239 chassis connector and fitted with 4 radials soldered to the corners of the 

chassis fitting that sloped down at about 45 degrees.  All of my feed line material at that time 

was hand-me-down lengths of RG-58 provided by my Elmer – Bob Bedynek (SK WA6EBI).  

This feedline was slipped through a four foot scrap length of PVC pipe with the antenna resting 

on top and the assembly was attached to a gutter near the side garage door.  My first contact was 

a crystal clear conversation on 146.520 simplex with a ham operating on a sailboat in the San 

Francisco Bay.  That was a real treat and what a difference from the CB radio!  This simple 

ground plane antenna design is still a great and inexpensive way to get started.  I found recently a 

great article that shows how to take two of these simple ground plane antennas and phase them to 

make a beam.  The PDF file for this article can be found at: 

http://www.w7dk.org/RCT%20Technical%20files/2%20Meter%20Phased%20Vert%20Ant.pdf 

This is a particularly good article since you can see exactly how to build the basic ground plane 

antenna, as well as, the simple phased beam. Thanks to Harold "Hal" Thomas, K6GWN, 15149 

E. Cerecita Dr, Whittier, CA 90604 for writing this great article and posting it on the web!  I 

hope to have one of these built soon for show and tell. 

 

http://www.w7dk.org/RCT%20Technical%20files/2%20Meter%20Phased%20Vert%20Ant.pdf


I’ll not bore you with any more history.  Here are some more links and a few comments about 

the associated antenna projects.  I will have more construction photos to share at the conference. 

 

Dual Band Vertical Sleeve 

http://www.athensarc.org/sleevedipole.asp 

Many hams have been building this antenna with good success.  When I made this antenna it 

took about an hour and the SWR was about 2:1 on 2 meters and about 1.2:1 on 440 without any 

tuning adjustments.  This antenna is also incredibly easy to make and very cheap.  The biggest 

cost is the coax wire.  I have been buying 25, 50 and 100 foot lengths of RG-8x with PL-259 

connectors factory attached for about $0.60 per foot.  I usually cut these in half and use each half 

for a new antenna project.  This saves me the time of soldering a connector on every feed line.  

On this project I used a piece of ½ inch PVC pipe about 5 feet or more long, a length of coax 

feed line about 12 or more feet long, less than 4 feet of aluminum foil type duct tape and a two 

#10 ½” panhead sheet metal screws and washers.  My significant variation on this antenna 

construction was the feed line attachment.  Rather than taping the copper center conductor and 

braided shield to the elements as described in the article I twisted the conductors, tinned them 

with solder, made a small loop and attached each loop to the foil covered PVC pipe with a sheet 

metal screw and washer in a predrilled hole in the pipe.  Be very gentle and do not over-tighten 

the screws or the foil will tear. 

 

 

2 Meter Vertical Bazooka Antenna 

http://www.hamuniverse.com/ve3vdc2mvertbazooka.html 

This is just about as easy as possible for basic construction.  I have built several of these as roll-

up antennas.  A piece of coax, a sharp knife and a roll of electrical tape are all that is needed for 

the basic antenna.  It can then be deployed by attaching a loop to the top and hoisting it with a 

line attached to a tree limb or it can be slipped into a piece of PVC pipe and attached to a mast.  

It can be easily rolled up and placed in your briefcase or motorcycle bag etc.  The draw back to 

this one is that it is more sensitive to the need for fine tuning and does not give a great SWR 

match.  My signal reports received are OK but not any better than any other ¼ wave dipole.  I 

still like it a lot. 

 

 

Tape Measure Beam 

http://home.att.net/~jleggio/projects/rdf/tape_bm.htm 

This is a really fun to build project that I made after seeing this article on the net.  Although it 

was originally designed as a receiving antenna for “Fox Hunts”, it can perform as a transmitting 

antenna as well.  I had a broken 1” tape measure in the shop and several pieces of PVC pipe and 

miscellaneous fittings in a box.  The whole project took one evening to complete.  I used the 

articles dimensions and did not try to design for any specific frequency.  The article includes 

links to other design software you may want to try in designing your actual dimensions if you 

decide to build one of these. 

 

 

Three Element Cubical Quad for 2 Meters 

http://www.hamuniverse.com/3el2meterquad.html 

A handful of wire and some PVC pipe (again) and you have a direct feed directional antenna in 

one evening.  This is not a collapsible or easily transportable antenna as designed, but is certainly 

easy to build and could give you some needed extra signal in a fringe area for your base station. 

http://www.athensarc.org/sleevedipole.asp
http://www.hamuniverse.com/ve3vdc2mvertbazooka.html
http://home.att.net/~jleggio/projects/rdf/tape_bm.htm
http://www.hamuniverse.com/3el2meterquad.html


J-Pole Antennas – Single and Dual Band 

J-Pole Antennas are very popular and you will find many websites with details for this antenna 

project.  Also called a “Copper Cactus” because many of these are made of copper water 

plumbing pipe and fittings and they look somewhat like a cactus plant.  Not designed as a 

portable antenna in this form.  Here is one of many references: 

http://www.n7qvc.com/copper.html 

 

 

Roll-Up J-Pole – Single and Dual Band 

These are also very popular and with good reason.  I have built several and they have all been 

easy to build, cheap and have given me excellent signal reports.  One of the better articles listed 

here is from the February 2003 QST ® ARRL magazine.  This article shows the dimensions for 

the basic 300 Ohm Twin Lead design for 2 Meters and also how to build one for 2 Meters and 

440.  Thanks to the ARRL for posting this article. 

http://www2.arrl.org/tis/info/pdf/0302038.pdf 

 

One of my chief complaints about many of the articles posted on the web is they are often sparse 

on details about the actual construction.  When I first decided to build one of these roll-up 

antennas I could not find any 300 Ohm twin-lead antenna wire (the old-fashioned TV wire) in 

my junk boxes in the barn loft.  This was disturbing since I knew I had many pieces of the “junk” 

at one time.  I must have gotten carried away during a past barn cleaning session.  I actually had 

to go and buy a roll of the wire!  The only roll I could find was at Radio Shack and they only had 

100 feet.  I only needed 54 inches – so I have wire to share.  One step of the project involves 

notching out a spot 1 ¼ inches up from the bottom of the twin-lead for the coax to be soldered 

onto the conductors.  With this Radio Shack foam core wire the plastic/foam matrix material was 

very tough and difficult to get a nice neat and clean spot for the attachment even with a fresh and 

very sharp hobby knife blade.  I solved this problem on the second antenna I built with a few 

extra steps.  You will need to refer to the referenced sketches in the link above for the basic 

design concept.  These photos are provided to show some close-up details of an actual 

construction. 

 

 
This is the material I have been using 

 

http://www.n7qvc.com/copper.html
http://www2.arrl.org/tis/info/pdf/0302038.pdf


 
 

Step A - Cut a 3 ¼ inch piece of twin-lead 

 

Step B - Using a sharp hobby knife cut out a 1 inch piece of the plastic/foam matrix from 

between the conductors being careful not to cut the wires.  Score through the remaining 

insulation around the wires (try to not nick the wires) and twist/pull off the plastic insulation. 

 

Step C – Make an overhand knot with the wires on one side only.  This will become the shorted 

bottom of the stub. 

 

 
Step D -Pull the knot tight against the insulation. 

 

Step E - Solder the knot and trim the excess 

 

 
Step F - Prepare the lower end of your main piece of twin-lead as in step B above.  Strip back 

the insulation off of your 52 Ohm coax for about 1 inch and unbraid the shied.  Twist the shield 

wires tight together.  Strip the insulation from the center conductor as shown. 

You now have three pieces ready to bundle together. 

 

 

 

 



 
Step G - Twist the wire together tight on both sides.  I use a pair of pliers to pull the joint 

together tight.   

 

 
Step H – Sorry for the out-of focus photo.  Solder these two connections and trim each joint 

back fairly close.  The stub can be held tight to the coax with one or two small tie-wraps and the 

entire joint can be wrapped with electrical tape or covered with heat shrink tubing when you are 

finished.   

 

  
Step I - Do not cover yet though because you still need to measure up the twin lead 15 ¼ inches 

to the bottom of the notch needed on the side of the twin-lead where the braid of the coax was 

attached. 

 

 

 

 



 
Note – I missed labeling my photos with a Step J …sorry… 

Step K - One of the features of this antenna after making the notch is extra bending at this point.  

It bothered me enough to add a piece of plastic made here from a piece of a large tie-wrap.  I like 

to make up a small bit of 5 minute epoxy and glue the plastic to the twin-lead with some 

electrical tape for reinforcing followed with a section of heat shrink. 

 

You will cut the entire antenna to a length of 54 inched from the bottom of the tail to the top of 

the antenna.  After tuning as described in the article you can put a hole in the twin lead with a 

nail heated with a torch.  A short piece of cord attached in a loop provides an attachment to hoist 

the antenna as high as you imagination/resources will allow!  Have fun ….. cul K6LDS 

 

 
 

 


